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Commander of Sobibor. Wagner was tracked down in Brazil by famous Nazi Hunter Simon Wiesenthal and

arrested in 1978 but Brazil would not extradite him and he was later found dead in 1980 with a knife in

his chest.

Each 43 minute episode uses re-enactments  and interviews with  Mossad agents,  authors,  Holocaust

survivors and Nazi Hunters. Although the episodes are similar in nature they never become boring as

each case is different and you're getting a bit of a history lesson as well. There was one or two Nazi's that

I was unfamiliar with but even with the ones that are notorious – Eichman and Mengele – the information

about their post-Nazi life is so intriguing that it's worth buying even if you think you know everything

there is to know.

Conspiracy theorists and true crime fans may get a kick out of this series too. It is a real eye-opener into

how so many escaped and the organizations who helped them to do so (The Vatican and C.I.A to name a

few).

Don't rush to call me a Nazi sympathizer, but after so many years have passed these dudes are basically

old men living in crappy little shacks, and although justice should be served I couldn't help but feel sorry

for a few of these guys. My issue with the actions of the Mossad is purely ethical. I thought the same

thing about the Mossad's revenge over the Munich Massacre, justice is fine but authorising the killing

makes anyone – Jewish or German – just as bad as the perpetrators they hunt.

Nonetheless, an excellent series that left me wanting more. It would be great to see a series done on

Japanese war criminals and the Nazi's  who got help from the US through trading research secrets in

return for their freedom.

My only complaint is that someone didn't bother to double check the spelling of names: “Joseph” (it's

Josef) Mengele, Franz “Strangl” instead of Stangl and “Herbert” Cukurs is actually Herberts. No extras but

the run-time is sufficient.
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